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Using Your Altar Card to Create Sacred Space

Soul Illumination Altar Cards bring beauty and intention to your life. They are perfect for 
creating sacred space, focusing your intention and for calling Divine Assistance. What do 
you need most in your life? Focus on the imagery of your altar card, read its invocation 
aloud, and let your intention soar to Spirit. Now, relax, and just receive!
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Bear Shaman Woman
The Medicine of the Ancient Ones
Introspection • Wisdom • Healing • Presence  

“Bear Shaman Woman, Ancient Mother to All, 
Help me to listen, and answer your call. 

Teach me the medicine ways of Mother Earth, 
That I might rise in healing wisdom, and the power of re-birth.    

This ancient one says to walk amidst the woods, through the trees and 
amongst the plants and stone people. She says to respect the Earth and all 
she gives you. Be present wherever you are. Be present with all Mother Earth 
gives you, for she gives you the medicine you need.

Invoke the powerful medicine of Bear Shaman Woman to stand tall, to 
weather the storms of life, and to go within. Ask her to help you move into 
dream time, for guidance and restoration. Call for the power of her mighty 
staff with its medicine of Eagle, to see beyond the illusions of human life. 
With this, rise above the limited ordinary reality perspective and gain clarity 
of sight from the eyes and heart of Eagle and Great Spirit. 

This Wise One reminds you that “All is Given.” Trust this sacred law. For you 
to live in harmony with this sacred law, live in gratitude. Give thanks for all 
you are given. Give to others generously. Bless your world, and it will always 
bless you back. 
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